The problem of determining Ramsey numbers is known to be very difficult. The few known exact values and several bounds for different G 1 , G 2 or m, n are scattered among many technical papers (see [3] ).
A graph G with order p is called a (G 1 , G 2 ; p)-graph ((m, n; p)-graph, resp.) if G does not contain a G 1 andḠ does not contain a G 2 (K m and K n , resp.). It is easy to see that R(G 1 , G 2 ) = p 0 + 1 iff p 0 = max{ p | there exists a (G 1 , G 2 ; p)-graph}. In this paper, f (G 1 ) (g(G 2 ), resp.) denotes the number of G 1 (G 2 , resp.) in G (Ḡ, resp.) as a subgraph. The
where '∨' is the join operation (see [1] ). Let G k i (i = 1, 2) be a graph with order k and let
2 , resp.) as a subgraph is denoted by a s (b t , resp.). Thus we have:
(1) 
the following inequalities must hold:
where (1) and (2), (3) and (4) follow. Furthermore, since R(2, n) = R(n, 2) = n, (3) and (4), we obtain (5). P COROLLARY 2. For any (K m − e, K n − e; p)-graph, we have
where 1 < s < m − 1, 1 < t < n − 1 and 4 ≤ m ≤ n.
In particular, if m = n, we have:
PROOF. Note that for any K r +1 − e, it contains exactly r − 1 K r − e. Hence, by (1) and (2), (6) and (7) follow. On the other hand, since f ( (6) and (7), we obtain (8).
P By the way, it is easy to obtain an analogous inequality as follows:
THEOREM 2. For any graph G 1 with order m (≥ 2) and any graph G 2 with order n (≥ 2),
2 ) are both even, the strict inequality holds in (9).
PROOF. Using Theorem 1 for s = t = 1 and p
2 ) are both even, then (1 ) and (2 ) are strict when p = odd, hence (9) is strict. When p = even, R(G 1 , G 2 ) is odd, hence (9) is also strict. P Clearly, (9) is a generalization of the classical inequality:
Using Theorem 1 for s = t = 2, we can obtain a stronger theorem than (9). In the following, we only consider the cases:
Now, by Theorems 1-3 and the formulas (9)-(13), and using Tables 1 and 2 we obtain the following 24 new upper bounds for the Ramsey number. 
